Connecting
People and
Applications

Our Infrastructure Services
Novi Infrastructure experts can help you upgrade
your existing infrastructure so your business can
take advantage of modern agile technologies. Our
solutions deliver the performance, security and
reliability that your business demands.

Servers, Storage and Virtualisation

Mobility Solutions

Our experts can help design, build, and implement

Novi design, implement and manage mobility

the appropriate physical or virtual server and

solutions for your business. Access to on premise or

storage solutions most suited to your business.

cloud based business applications and file sharing is

Virtualisation can increase IT agility, flexibility, and

simplified. Our experts can deploy the technology to

scalability while creating significant cost savings.

help you monitor and manage your end user mobile

Sometimes a Hybrid Infrastructure involving a

devices so you are in control of your business data.

combination of technologies such as on premise

We can also advise on BYOD policies and controls

infrastructure, externally hosted infrastructure and

that help ensure your business data is protected

cloud based software services is the best solution.

inside and outside your organisation.

Network Infrastructure

Remote Access and VPN

We can help you implement both wired and

Novi experts can help you implement a secure

wireless infrastructure that integrate with firewall

site to site VPN solution that enables always on

policies, accesses control and threat management

connectivity to remote offices and cloud services

and ensures security policies are maintained across

such as Microsoft Azure. Implementing security

your infrastructure. Our infrastructure experts

policies, user reporting, access control and threat

will evaluate your traffic requirements on both

monitoring all ensure that access is restricted to

wired and wireless networks, incorporating agility,

specified resources, and that the management

performance and reliability into the design.

team control who has access to network resources.

Disaster Recovery

Infrastructure Health Check

Disaster recovery solutions and services keep

Even the best-run networks and data centres require

critical business systems and applications running

regular checks to ensure optimum performance and

in the event of catastrophic failure. By working

maximum business productivity. Novi Infrastructure

with leading technology vendors our experts

Health Checks provide an objective evaluation

have commissioned a range of Disaster Recovery

of your IT infrastructure. Our experts will analyse

infrastructure solutions and cloud based Disaster

and monitor your IT infrastructure with a view to

Recovery services which can be customised to

identifying and reporting performance bottlenecks

suit each customer.

that could be impacting business productivity.

Call us on +353 (0) 1 621 8633 or visit us online at novi.ie/services infrastructure

